Pya Seidner
Calligrapher
(518) 456-4134
pyaink@gmail.com
PRICE LIST
Envelope addressing:
outer envelope
inner & outer envelope

$ 3.00 each and up
$ 4.00 each set and up

NOTE: Prices for hand addressing include up to 4 lines per outer envelope and 2 lines per inner
envelope. Additional lines are $1.00 each.
•
zip code at bottom is not charged as an extra line
Place Cards:
Escort cards:
Table Numbers:

Initial minimum order charge

$ 1.00 each and up (1 name)
$ 1.50 each and up (1 name) (includes table number)
$ 2.50 each and up (2 names)
$4.00 each and up

$50.00

Above price is for black ink and traditional type styles.* All work is hand lettered. Additional fees may be applied
because of paper stock, liners, or style of lettering. An additional charge of $25 may be applied if you would like a
special color (which does not come directly from a bottle) to match your type style. Shipping of finished work is also
additional as well as travel time for pick-up and delivery of work.
* PLEASE NOTE BEFORE ORDERING INVITATIONS: Gold ink is available for
lettering. Due to the difficulty with working with metallic inks the price for “gold” may be
more than the above prices. Please also note that the gold may not be the exact match as
the gold on your invitation. Note that extra charges may apply if paper is dark/opaque, heavily
lined or difficult to write on. Some papers are not ink friendly at all. Please have calligrapher
test out envelope before starting to make sure it is ink friendly if there is any doubt. The
calligrapher has the right to turn down the job upon receipt if envelope is not ink friendly or is
not correctly described initially.

Please allow approximately 3-4 weeks for delivery of finished work. Rush charge of 20%
may be applied if less time is requested and able to accommodate job.
Lists for envelopes and placecards must be typed and in a label format, typed, in 12pt font
such as Times Roman. Spreadsheets are not acceptable and I am not responsible for mistakes
if reading from a spreadsheet or anything handwritten. Calligrapher will not accept
handwritten lists. Please make sure list is complete with all addresses spelled out and zip
codes. Order 10-15% extra envelopes to cover mistakes, corrections and last-minute
additions. After customer receipt of completed work a minimum charge of $10.00 will be
applied each time for additional envelopes, $5.00 for place cards.
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